No. DE1738IDGPS/NIDEM/2014

National Institute of Defence Estates Management,

Delhi Cantt.

CLARIFICA TIONS
INVITATION OF E-BIDS FOR SUPPLYING OF DUEL FREEQUENCY GLOBAL NAVIGATION SATELLITE SYSTEM (GNSS)
(DIFFERENTIAL GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM)
Reference RFP No. DE1738/DGPSINIDEM/2014
dated 16th March, 2015. Please also refer to Corrigendum No.
DE1738/DGPSINIDEMI2014
dated 24th April, 2015, vide which the dates for submission of the bid documents and opening of technical
bids were extended.
In terms ofRFP conditions, a pre-bid meeting was called by TEC on 26th March, 2015, which was attended by representatives of
13 interested supplier companies. A number of queries were raised by the representatives of the companies in the pre-bid meeting. The
TEC had examined the queries and had given clarifications thereto. The clarifications were also published on the CPP Portal of NIC and
the website of DG DE. However, representatives of some companies, whose had attended the pre-bid meeting, were not satisfied with the
clarifications. Therefore, the matter referred by the Department to the Surveyor General, Survey of India, Dehradun for his advice.
Keeping in view the queries raised in the pre-bid meeting and the advice received thereon from the Survey of India, the following
detailed clarifications are given for information of all concerned:

1. Elcome Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
SL.NO.
1.
2.

QUERY SOUGHT
Tender Notice shows "Chemical Items", But here is no
Chemical Items
We are exempted from submitting the EMD as we are

CLARIFICATION BY TEC
Tenderers were advised to ignore the words.
It was clarified during the pre bid meeting that the authenticity

Registered with Snow & Avalanche Study Estt.,
Chandigarh (Under Ministry of Defence) vide Registration
No. MPG 18073 12014 1Registration dated 25th July, 2015
valid till 24th July, 2017. Kindly confirm if this is ok.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Tender Fee is not mentioned in the tender document
Kindly confirm?
8 mm + 1 ppm
Nowadays it is possible to achieve higher RTK accuracy.
If required may include that. All major OEMs like Leica,
Trimble, Topcon are now manufacturing GPS with this
accuracy in RTK.
We understand you are looking for use of this GPS for
next 10 to 15 years. In that case 50 channels may fall short
to capture upcoming satellites.
Kindly make it minimum 100 channels.
All major OEMs like Leica, Trimble, Topcon are now
manufacturing GPS with 100 or more channels.

Please include GPS L5 frequency as it is known that 8
satellites are transmitting GPS L5 signals and with its
numerous advantage in positioning application.
You may be targeting to use these equipments for next 10
to 15 years, it will be prudent to add this frequency. Also
by adding L5 system will become future proof.

and validity of this letter shall be got checked and got
confirmed from the concerned organization. The matter was
accordingly referred to DRDC. DRDO has now verified and
confirmed that Mls Elcome Technologies Pvt. Ltd. Elcome
House, A-6, Infocity, Sector 34, Gurgaon-122002 has been
registered and approved supplier of the SASE, a DRDO lab
and that letter dated 25t" July 2015 issued by the lab to the
above firm is valid. The registration number of the firm is
SASEIREGNI20081226 dated 26 August 2008 and the
validity of registration is up to 2l" Julv 2017.
No tender fee is required to be paid.
Horizontal accuracy of 10mm ± 1 ppm or better in RTK as
mentioned in tender is sufficient for survey work.

Role of Channel is to identify the satellite from which data is
coming. More Channels will take less time to fix the
positioning of receiver. Ideally, 4 Channels are required to fix
the positioning in one second. If different satellites from GPS,
GLONASS etc. are in the range of receiver, then also 50
Channels are more than sufficient to fix the positioning in less
than one second. There is no need to have the receiver with
200 or more channels.

Features ofL5 signals are same as that of L2C signal. L2C
signals are designed specifically to meet commercial needs &
are easier to receive under trees & indoors whereas L5 signals
are designed to be useful largely for aviation purpose because
it is broadcast in a radio band reserved exclusively for aviation

safety purpose.
7.

8
9

Since you are buying an RTK receiver so it always makes
it efficient to use higher update rate receivers. Kindly
enhance update rate to 20 Hz. All major OEMs like Leica,
Trimble, Topcon are now manufacturing GPS with 20 Hz
and more.
Please clarify that user interface is required onboard
receiver or in controller
Also the controller has been asked with Bluetooth so
please add Bluetooth in receiver for communication
between controller and receiver.

10

Please clarify the level of upgrades required.

10

Please clarify that alphanumeric hard keypad with virtual
QWERTY is acceptable

11

Please add Bluetooth to receiver also

Survey work will largely be executed in static mode and for
that purpose data collection interval from 1 to 60 seconds is
sufficient.
User interface is required in controller.
Controller can communicate with both receiver as well as
laptop/PC. If controller has Bluetooth, data can be
immediately transferred to laptop in the field. So Bluetooth in
receiver is not necessary. Controller & receiver are connected
with cable.
Software upgrades of receiver, controller & post processing
software required.
The requirement has been modified and accordingly,
corrigendum is being issued keeping in view the advice
received from the Survey of India on this point.
Controller can communicate with both receiver as well as
laptop/PC. If controller has Bluetooth, data can be
immediately transferred to laptop in the field. So Bluetooth in
receiver is not necessary. Controller & receiver are connected
with cable.

2. Convergent Technologies Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi
SL.NO.
1.
2
3

4.

5

6

QUERY SOUGHT
But the mode of communication between base and rover for
RTK is not specified. Is it UHF or GSM considered by you?
This can be generalized as to display of battery percentage
and login data either in controller or receiver.
This can be generalized as sealed, resistive, pressure
sensitive touch screen
Serial port is obsolete in computer world and hence the
same can be removed an made as communication USB, WiFi, and Bluetooth.
But Tribach, adaptor, Tribach with opticial plummet,
telescopic tripods are available in India locally and hence
should be removed as OEM supply. Also DGPS don't
require standard tool kit. Please specify what are the tools
required under the specified tool kit.
But the latest technology is integrated receiver, where
receiver and antenna are integrated into single unit. The
specification require modification as DGPS GNSS receiver
and antenna should be separate units or can be integrated.

CLARIFICATION BY TEC
Communication by any mode is acceptable
Display required in controller.
The requirement has been modified and accordingly,
corrigendum is being issued keeping in view the advice
received from the Survey of India on this point.
Serial port may be optional but all other are mandatory.

Preferable from OEM.

The survey works are executed in all weather conditions and
in rough terrain and on many occasions antenna and receiver
get disturbed. In those situations Survey works can be
completed by interchanging antenna or receiver from other
set. The biggest problem in the integrated receiver is that if
any of the items i.e. antenna or receiver goes out of order or
gets disturbed, the whole receiver becomes defunct. In
separate receiver, we have advantage to make it operational
by replacing antenna or receiver from other set of receivers.
Survey of India has already faced above situations some
times and managed accordingly. Therefore, in view of
Survey of India experience, the department has decided to
procure separate receivers and antenna.

3. Geo-Systems & Softwares Pvt. Ltd., Ghaziabad
SL.
NO.
1.

2

QUERY SOUGHT

CLARIFICATION

BY TEC

You have indicated they both GNSS (DGPS) receiver & antenna should be
separate unit. we wish to highlight that earlier days, we used to have receiver
having 12 to 14 Channels and availability of satellites were 8 to 10 maximum, as
we had only GPS satellite available. Because of this we used the external antenna
to get better satellite signal and to remove the noise and unwanted signal.
However with the advancement of technology where integrated receiver are
available from 72 to more than 200 channels and the availability of the satellite
are not limited to GPS signal only, but from other satellites like GLONASS,
SBAS & BIUDAI. These receivers can track 14 to 16 or even more satellites at a
time and we get good noise filtered signal from these integrated receivers. Also
these days most of the leading manufacture except one or two manufacturers
produced the integrated receiver. So we feel that in current situation there is no
specific advantage of a separate receiver & antenna and it will also debar many
leading manufacturer in submitting their bid so it should be modified to have
integrated receiver.

The choice of equipment to be purchased is
dependent
on the requirement
of the
department. The survey works are executed in
all whether conditions and in rough terrain and
on many occasions antenna and receiver get
disturbed. In those situations Survey works can
be completed by interchanging antenna or
receiver from other set. The biggest problem in
the integrated receiver is that if any of the
items i.e. antenna or receiver goes out of order
or gets disturbed, the whole receiver becomes
defunct. In separate receiver, we have
advantage to make it operational by replacing
antenna or receiver from other set of receivers.
Survey of India has already faced above
situations
some
times
and
managed
accordingly. Therefore, in view of Survey of
India experience, the department has decided
to procure separate receivers and antenna.

At serial no. 1 you have asked DUAL Frequency GNSS receiver with in-built
software and software for data processing, whereas at item no 16 you have again
asked GNSS processing software. So kindly clarify whether processing software
required 82 no's or 164 no's. We feel that with one bundle DGPS (1 Base + 1
Receiver) one Processing Software is sufficient. So instead of 82 or 164 copies of
processing softwares it should be 41 no's only.

82 nos. of processing software required.

3

Against the pre qualification requirements you have asked the turnover of 10
crore, it is not clear if this for the Indian bidder or of the OEM supplier, kindly
clarify.

It applies on all bidders. He may be Indian or
otherwise.

4. Skipper Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

SL.
NO.
1.
2

QUERY SOUGHT
Since, the successful bidder has to submit Performance Security, kindly reduce
the EMD amount.
Since our GNNS Receiver has integrated Antenna, kindly combine items a,b & c.

CLARIFICATION BY TEC
Not agreed
The choice of equipment to be purchased is
dependent
on the requirement
of the
department. The survey works are executed in
all whether conditions and in rough terrain and
on many occasions antenna and receiver get
disturbed. In those situations Survey works can
be completed by interchanging antenna or
receiver from other set. The biggest problem in
the integrated receiver is that if any of the
items i.e. antenna or receiver goes out of order
or gets disturbed, the whole receiver becomes
defunct. In separate receiver, we have
advantage to make it operational by replacing
antenna or receiver from other set of receivers.
Survey of India has already faced above
situations
some
times
and
managed
accordingly. Therefore, in view of Survey of
India experience, the department has decided
to procure separate receivers and antenna.

3

4

5
6
7
8

The requirement is of 41 Sets consisting of One Base + One Rover. Only One
Processing Software is required with One Set, hence the quantity to be amended
to 41 Nos.
Since our GNNS Receiver has integrated Antenna, kindly amend to GNSS
Receiver with Integrated Antenna.

Since, the supplies have to be make to all over India, Octroi/Entry Tax
Exemption Certificate necessarily required, wherever applicable.
The warranty period is for five years, Kindly specify the AMC period after expiry
of warranty period.
Can the authorized Vendor submit IT Returns & audited Financials of OEM
(Indian Subsidiary of OEM).
Topcon GNSS Receiver has two internal removal batteries and one power port
for external batter. Kindly amend to facility for connecting one external battery.

82 nos. processing softwares required.

The choice of equipment to be purchased is
dependent
on the requirement
of the
department. The survey works are executed in
all whether conditions and in rough terrain and
on many occasions antenna and receiver get
disturbed. In those situations Survey works can
be completed by interchanging antenna or
receiver from other set. The biggest problem in
the integrated receiver is that if any of the
items i.e. antenna or receiver goes out of order
or gets disturbed, the whole receiver becomes
defunct. In separate receiver, we have
advantage to make it operational by replacing
antenna or receiver from other set of receivers.
Survey of India has already faced above
situations
some
times
and
managed
accordingly. Therefore, in view of Survey of
India experience, the department has decided
to procure separate receivers and antenna.
Department will provide necessary certificates.
No AMC period is specified in tender.
It applies on all bidders. He may be Indian or
otherwise.
The requirement has been modified and
accordingly, corrigendum is being issued
keeping in view the advice received from the

9

Topcon GNSS Receiver has two internal removable batteries having back up of
>7.5 Hours each battery, hence amend to capable of operating the receiver for
atleast 7.5 hours.

Survey of India on this point.
Battery back up of receiver should have 8 hrs
without breakage.

5. South Precision Instrument Pvt. Ltd.
SL.
NO.
1.

2.

QUERY SOUGHT
The turnover may kindly be considered as 8 crore per annum for the consecutive
last three years.

We have supplied bulk DGPS to private consulting organization who are working
and using equipments on several Govt. Project, like NLRMP, JNNU, IWMP,
Irrigation Department etc.

CLARIFICATION BY TEC
Since the Department is procuring this
equipment for the first time, it had sought
advice from Survey of India, which is a
premiere and expert organization of
Government of India involve in survey work.
This suggestion was incorporated keeping in
view the fact that even the Survey of India had
kept similar minimum eligibility criteria for
purchase of 41 GNSS sets by them vide their
tender No. EZO-941115-C(procurement) dated
22.06.2013. Such stipulation is provided to
ensure that bids are from OEMs of their
authorized vendors which have sound financial
background and to ensure requisite supply and
after sale service. Therefore, this criteria
cannot be changed.
The department has sought advice from Survey
of India which is a premiere department of
Government of India involve in survey work.
This suggestion of having an experience of
supplying similar equipment to Government of
India! PSUs in past 5 years was incorporated

keeping in view the fact that even the Survey
of India had kept similar minimum eligibility
criteria for purchase of 41 GNSS sets by them
vide their tender No. EZO-941115C(procurement) dated 22.06.2013. Therefore,
this criteria cannot be changed.

Clarification

regarding Notification No. of Customs Deptt. of Central Government

Query
As reflected in Para 4(b) of the minutes of the Pre-bid meeting,
many bidders present in meeting desired to know the Notification
No. of Customs Deptt. under which Custom duty exemption is
available for supplying of such equipment.

for claiming Custom duty Exemption

Clarification
As per information gathered by TEC, the Notification No. is
51196- Customs, dated 23.07.1996, as amended from time to time

Reply to queries raised by M/s South Precision Pvt. Ltd. vide their letter dated 02nd April 2015
While replies to the most of their queries have already been covered in above tables, replies to the queries by the firm are given below:

Point Raised
1. You want to be participate only 1 or 2 selected bidders
with the supporting quotation by their own 2-3 companies.

2. You don't want to go with the latest technology and you
refused all the suggestions in pre-bid meeting other then
two selected brands.
3. As per your final comments and decision you don't want
the maximum competition with best price.
4. As per your decision you are happy to purchase the basic
instrument in 300% times higher price from 1 or 2 selected
bidders only.
5. As per your decision and comments in pre-bid meeting
you want restrict to participate maximum numbers of
bidder for bidding the tender.
6. You don't want listen anything or any suggestion other
than your final decision in pre-bid meeting. You called a
pre-bid meeting and wastage time of all the bidder with the
statement "PRE-BID MEETING MEANS ALL THE
THINGS ARE REMAINING SAME AS PUBLISGHED
IN TENDER, JUST WE CALLED THIS MEETING
ONL Y IF YOUA RE NOT ABLE TO UNDERSTAND
MEANING OF WORD IN TENDER SO WE WILL LET

Reply
The Department intends the participation of as many bidders as
possible for which it has taken out open tender through e tendering. The specifications were suggested based on the
experience of Survey of India.
In the tender document, specifications includes GPS(Ll, L2,
L2C) and GLONASS (LI, L2) with static as well as RTK
measuring modes with latest software which are the latest
technology available in the market.
As already clarified in reply to point no. I The Department
intends the participation of as many bidders as possible for
which it has floated open tender.
Specifications have been included in the tender keeping in view
the requirement of Survey work.
This point is not relevant.

In the pre bid meeting, the TEC heard the views of each and
every bidder including those who had not given their queries in
writing in advance. Suitable suggestions were accepted and
clarifications were given to the full satisfaction of all.

YOU KNOW THE MEANING & EXPLAIN YOU OUR
VIEW ONLY. WE ARE NOT GOING TO CHANGE
ANYTHING OR ACCEPT YOUR SUGGESTION.
7. You are supporting hidden to 01 to 02 players only and
ready to take the lower end instrument due to their brand
name in higher price.

This is not correct. The Department intends the participation of
as many bidders as possible for which it has taken out open
tender through e - tendering.

Reply to queries raised by M/s SOKKIA, Topcon Sokkia Indian Pvt. Ltd., Noida.
The similar queries as given below were clarified in pre-bid meeting on 26.03.2015. However, these are again re-submitted as follows:
SI.
No.
A
c

Page
No.
GNSS
51

Descript Specifications
ion
RECEIVER
Satellite
Minimum of 50
Tracking Channels
with
SBAS Capable

f

51

Power

Nominal 12 V
DC Facility for
connecting
a
minimum of two

Recommendation of the firm

Clarification on the recommendations of the
firm

With course of time the coming of new
satellite constellation the numbers of
channels should be 200 or more to meet
the future requirement.

Role of Channel is to identify the satellite from
which data is coming. More Channels will take
less time to fix the positioning of receiver.
Ideally, 4 Channels are required to fix the
positioning in one second. If different satellites
from GPS, GLONASS etc. are in the range of
receiver, then also 50 Channels are more than
sufficient to fix the positioning in less than one
second. There is no need to have the receiver
with 200 or more channels.

Why Two External batteries required In view of the advice received from Survey of
when at a time single battery can do India, requirement has been modified and a
more than needful. There is no point in corrigendum is being issued.
having
two
external
batteries

h

51

B

52

C

53

User
Interface
to
Enable
GNSS
ANTEN
NA

Keyboar
d

external
simultaneously as single battery would
with I act as an optional along with Internal
batteries,
batteries ofthe receivers.
automatic
swapping
between power
sources without
affecting
data
recording.
of I Is Displays refers to LED's? as LED's
Display
Battery
indicators shows logging of data &
Percentage,
Battery percentage & more. LED's
Indicators or display should be OK.
Logging of data
GNSS Receiver with Integrated Antenna
External
are more easy and hassle free to work on
Antenna
as no need of handling antenna & receiver
independently.
Cables
connecting
receiver & antenna can be more
cumbersome
&
Bulky. Moreover,
maintenance & Operational cost of
external antenna will be more as cutting
& detritions of cables with time (failure
of cables) would lead to wastage of time
& money. Integrated GNSS Receiver
would be light weight, cable free, cost
effective & easy to use at field. Moreover,
in future if upgrade to RTK (external
Radio) (as asked RTK accuracy in
tender), can be handle more easily as with
external antenna would add to one more
component (external radio) & very
difficult to carry a complete unit (Rover).
Touch screen keyboard should be more
Full
than enough as hard keys would become
alphanumeric

It is self explaining that display of battery
status and logging of data should be LED
display.
The biggest problem in the integrated receiver
is that if any of the items i.e. antenna or
receiver goes out of order or gets disturbed, the
whole receiver becomes defunct. In separate
receiver, we have advantage to make it
operational by replacing antenna or receiver
from other set of receivers. Survey of India has
already faced above situations some times and
managed accordingly. Therefore, in view of
Survey of India experience, we should procure
separate receivers.

In view of the advice received from Survey of
India, requirement has been modified and a

hard QWERTY
with
colour
graphic display
windows
with
mobile platform

more bulky & reduce the screen size.
Directly accessmg Icons on a big
screen, enhance the interface, becomes
comfortable & much easier for a user.

corrigendum is being issued.

.z.
(Harish Prasad)
Director, NIDEM
Chairman, TEC
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